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Director� Dr� J� W� Van Orden

A systematic algebraic approach for the construction of e�ective electro�

magnetic currents consistent with relativistic two�body quasipotential equa�

tions is presented� This approach generalizes the Mandelstam formalism and

applies it to a generic quasipotential reduction method� The use of Ward�

Takahashi identities for the e�ective currents guarantees conservation of cur�

rent matrix elements involving any combination of bound and scattering states�

This approach is shown to reproduce previous results for current matrix ele�

ments for the particular cases of the Gross and Blankenbecler�Sugar equations�

A generic method of truncation of the quasipotential e�ective current with re�

spect to the number of boson exchanges is introduced�
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Chapter �

Introduction

The theory of bound and low energy scattering states is one of the most ac�

tively studied 
elds in few�body physics� Historically� the non�relativistic ap�

proach in the form of the Lippman�Schwinger ��� equation �which is basically

the Schr�odinger equation rewritten as an integral equation in the momen�

tum space� was the most popular method used for the description of two�

body systems� The Lippman�Schwinger equation is the primary result for the

non�relativistic scattering on an analytically �good� potential V � and it was

thought to be a reasonably fair tool to study a low energy two�body system�

However� the necessity of the relativistic approach has also been long rec�

ognized� Recent experiments in the Thomas Je�erson National Accelerator

Facility �formerly CEBAF� ��� on the elastic scattering and the photodisinte�

gration of the deuteron are examples of a number of dramatic indications of

the importance of the relativistic e�ects

in this theory� During these experiments� high momentum transfers were

observed� They lead to essentially relativistic behavior of a composite tar�

get and the inevitability of the recourse to relativistically covariant models

�
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becomes obvious�

If a two�body system can form a bound state� then� in both the relativistic

and non�relativistic scattering theories� this bound state corresponds to a pole

in the scattering matrix� In the relativistic theory� this pole does not exist

in any Feynman diagram or any 
nite set of Feynman diagrams de
ning the

scattering matrix� Only the in
nite number of diagrams �i�e� the scattering

matrix itself� has the pole� Since it is impossible to consider the in
nite number

of all Feynman diagrams� some subset of diagrams� which are believed to be

physically important for a model in question� is taken into account� A model

of two heavy nucleons interacting by exchanges of a light boson �along with

the assumption that all self�energy and vertex correction diagrams are already

included or ignored or can be treated by external methods� leads to the subset

of the in
nite number of diagrams that can be expressed by means of an

integral equation� This equation is called the Bethe�Salpeter �	� equation for

the scattering matrix and it was the 
rst relativistically covariant result in the

theory of two�body systems�

As soon as one relativistically covariant equation is found� it is not dicult

to see ��� that there exists an in
nite spectrum of other relativistic integral

equations that produce exactly the same solution as �are equivalent to� the

Bethe�Salpeter equation� These equations are called the quasipotential equa�

tions and there are at least two reasons not to limit the theory to studying

only one representative �the Bethe�Salpeter equation� of this set of equations�

First� it should be emphasized that the Bethe�Salpeter equation can be

solved exactly ���� However� the exact calculations using the Feynman�

Schwinger representation ��� were performed only for the scalar case� and it

is not clear if these calculations use a feasible amount of the computer time�
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On the other hand� Kusaka et al� ��� developed a method allowing them to

calculate the Bethe�Salpeter vertex function for an arbitrary scattering kernel�

However� the exact value of the Bethe�Salpeter kernel� which incorporates the

in
nite number of contributions� is not known and� hence� the usual practice

is to truncate the kernel at some number of boson exchanges before numerical

solutions ��� �� ��� ��� can be sought� Being truncated at the lowest order�

the Bethe�Salpeter approach produces less satisfactory solutions than any of

the quasipotential equations ��� ��� This is hardly unexpected since there is no

reason to assume that the Bethe�Salpeter equation� being truncated� provides

for the best description of the two�body system�

Second� all quasipotentials are characterized by the reduction the four�

dimensional momentum space available for the system in the Bethe�Salpeter

case to some three�dimensional submanifold� This drastically simpli
es nu�

merical calculations ���� More detailed consideration of these two issues is

done in Section 	�

Of course� one of the most important topics in this theory is electromag�

netic scattering� The electromagnetic e�ective current is a central object here�

Its matrix elements on bound or scattering states describe the electromag�

netic properties of the system� The construction of the e�ective current in the

Bethe�Salpeter case is a very stream�lined procedure and is based upon the fun�

damental 
eld theoretical facts about the relation between the n�point prop�

agators and the Bethe�Salpeter bound and scattering wave functions� These

results were 
rst observed by Mandelstam in ����� The fact that the current

constructed this way is conserved is checked by the active use of the Ward�

Takahashi ��	� identities� This was most straightforwardly illustrated by Bentz

in �����
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Unfortunately� there has been no systematic approach to the construction

of the e�ective current operator for the generic quasipotential approach� This

was partly related to the absence of a clear quasipotential formalism analo�

gous to the strict 
eld theoretical formalism suggested by Mandelstam for the

Bethe�Salpeter case� Although the 
rst attempts to introduce this formalism

were made in ���� ���� the results obtained there could not be considered 
�

nal since the primary purposes of the authors were di�erent� The authors

of ���� made a very careful analytical consideration of all loop integrals in the

Gross case� This allowed them to give a reasonable de
nition of the n�point

point propagators and the e�ective current� which turned out to follow di�

rectly from results obtained in this text based upon di�erent principles� On

the other hand� the underlying fundamentals of the quasipotential e�ective

current de
nition in ���� �equation ����� were not clear� and� as a result� the

current obtained there did not satisfy the obvious requirements we discuss in

Section � �the last example we consider in Section � is the current obtained

in ������

Starting from the fact that the physical observables can not change what�

ever quasipotential or the Bethe�Salpeter approach is in e�ect and using this

as a fundamental principle� we de
ne the quasipotential n�point propaga�

tors� We demonstrate then that� at the algebraic level� the quasipotential

formalism looks exactly as Mandelstam�s formalism in the Bethe�Salpeter

case� which means that the Mandelstam formalism can be extended to any

quasipotential approach given that this quasipotential approach satis
es some

requirements and is characterized by some additional properties discussed in

Section 	����� The speci
cs of one or another three�dimensional reduction
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technique do not matter� and even the equal�time quasipotential approach in�

troduced by Phillips and Wallace ���� can be described in terms of this new

formalism �cf� the discussion at the end of Section 	����

The Bethe�Salpeter case still plays its exceptional role� the quasipoten�

tial n�point propagators are no longer the Fourier transforms of the vacuum

expectation values of the time ordered products of the corresponding nucleon


eld operators� Instead� some integral equations are established to relate the

quasipotential n�point propagators to those in the Bethe�Salpeter case� As

soon as these equations are solved� the quasipotential approach becomes equiv�

alent to the Bethe�Salpeter approach� Obviously� this should be of no surprise

since the equivalence is embedded into the theory from the very beginning�

The procedure described above allows us to write a generic expression for the

e�ective current operator which reproduces existing results in particular cases�

The generic e�ective current introduces some diculties in the truncation

techniques� The problem there is associated with the current non�linearity

with respect to the quasipotential kernel and the exchange current that are to

be truncated� We work out a prescription for how the e�ective current should

be truncated in order to retain current conservation�

In Section �� we remind the reader of the basic Bethe�Salpeter�Mandelstam

formalism� Section 	 is devoted to the quasipotential approach� Section 	��

contains the fundamental requirements for the quasipotential propagator�

which de
nes the quasipotential approach as a whole� We brie�y review some

of the quasipotential approaches proposed and considered in the literature and

present a new superfamily of quasipotential propagators� In Section 	��� we in�

troduce the quasipotential Mandelstam formalism mentioned above� Section �

deals with the two most famous examples� the Blankenbecler�Sugar and Gross
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quasipotentials� We show how the generic e�ective current is reduced to the ex�

isting results in these particular cases� Section � 
xes the problems associated

with truncation in the generic quasipotential case� Section � contains some

conclusions and discusses some results� The material in Sections 	��� �� ����

and the 
nal comments in Section � are new�

When we have to use an explicit form of propagators� we con
ne our�

selves to the scalar �� theory to avoid unnecessary complication of the formu�

lae� However� we still call the bound �or scattering� state constituents either

fermions or nucleons�
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Bethe�Salpeter�Mandelstam

Formalism

The Bethe�Salpeter equation plays a central role in the relativistic approach

to the theory of bound and scattering states� It represents a quantum 
eld

theory result for the scattering amplitude� M� A rigorous derivation of the

Bethe�Salpeter equation can be found elsewhere �	� ��� ���� In this section� we

reproduce the basic steps leading to the formulae we will further refer to and

call the Mandelstam formalism�

��� Four�point Propagator

All Feynman diagrams representing a system of two �nucleons� �solid lines on

all subsequent 
gures� interacting by �meson� �dashed lines� exchanges are

divided into two classes� Some representatives of the 
rst class are shown on

Fig� �� Those diagrams are said to be reducible since they can be reduced�

i�e� split into the product of several simpler diagrams by cutting just nucleon

�
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Figure �� Reducible diagrams�

+V = + + ...++

Figure �� Two�body irreducible Bether�Salpeter kernel�

lines�

The two�body irreducible Bethe�Salpeter kernel� V � is then de
ned as an

in
nite sum of all members of the second class of diagrams called� as expected�

irreducible� This sum �with up to three boson exchanges� is presented in Fig� ��

The free two�body propagator� GBS� is de
ned as a product of the two

single�particle propagators� Gi� i � �� �� If we introduce the following nota�

tions�

P � p� � p�� ���

p �
�

�
�p� � p��� ���

for the total and relative ��momenta of the two�particle system respectively�

then we have that

GBS�p�P � � �iG��
�

�
P � p�G��

�

�
P � p�� �	�

At this point we can write down an exact result from the quantum 
eld

theory for the four point propagator� G� which is the solution of the following
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+

G G

= +

= + V = + G V

V+ V V VV V + ...

Figure 	� Four�point propagator�

integral equation�

G�p�� p�P � � ��������p� � p�GBS�p�P �

�
Z d�k

�����
GBS�p

��P �V �p�� k�P �G�k� p�P �� ���

or� equivalently�

G�p�� p�P � � ��������p� � p�GBS�p�P �

�
Z d�k

�����
G�p�� k�P �V �k� p�P �GBS�p�P �� ���

where P� p and P �� p� stand for the total and relative momenta in the initial

and 
nal states respectively�

Equations ��� and ��� express the fact that the four�point propagator is an

in
nite series of Feynman diagrams with all possible boson exchanges between

the two particles� This fact is readily illustrated by Fig� 	� given that we

already have a graphical representation of kernel V on Fig� ��

Indeed� consider the second row of Fig� 	� It can be obtained by successive

iterations of the basic relations ��� or ��� shown on the 
rst row of Fig� 	� If we

now approximate V by just its 
rst term from Fig� �� then G will be equal to

the sum of all ladder diagrams� If we also count the second diagram from the
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right hand side of Fig� �� then the building blocks of the in
nite series on the

second row on of Fig� 	 will consist of the box and cross�box diagrams� Finally�

if we take the precise result for V �an in
nite sum�� then the second row on

Fig� 	 will obviously consist of all possible ladder and cross�ladder diagrams

contributing to the interaction between the two particles�

From now on� to save the space and for simplicity� we will try not to use

the integral form of equations we write and� where possible� our preference

will be given to the operator form of all resulting expressions�

To rewrite� for example� equation ��� in its operator form� we have to

introduce operators V � G and GBS for the Bethe�Salpeter kernel� four�point

propagator and the free two�body propagator respectively� They can be de�


ned by their matrix elements in momentum space of the two particles�

� p��p
�
�jV jp�p� � � ��������P � � P �V �p�� p�P �� ���

� p��p
�
�jGjp�p� � � ��������P � � P �G�p�� p�P �� ���

� p��p
�
�jGBSjp�p� � � �i��������P � � P ���������p� � p�

�G��
�

�
P � p�G��

�

�
P � p�� ���

where the following assumptions about the momentum space states are im�

plied�

� p�jp � � ��������p� � p�� ���

� �
Z d�p

�����
jp �� pj� ����

With these de
nitions� we write equation ��� in the following manner�

G � GBS �GBSV G� ����

and equation ����

G � GBS � GV GBS � ����
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MG = +

Figure �� Scattering matrix�

MM = =M+V V V + V

Figure �� Bethe�Salpeter equation�

��� Scattering Matrix and Unitarity

The connected part of the four�point propagator� G� with the external legs

amputated �cf� Fig� �� is called the scattering matrix� M�

G � GBS �GBSMGBS� ��	�

The Bethe�Salpeter equation for the scattering matrix is a direct conse�

quence of the de
nition of the scattering matrix given by the last equation

and the basic integral equation for the four�point propagator� ���� or �����

M � V � V GBSM� ����

or

M � V �MGBSV� ����

respectively� This pair of equations is illustrated by Fig� �� where all external

legs are actually amputated�

The Bethe�Salpeter equations for the conjugate M matrix �which is just

complex conjugated in the scalar case� look very similar�

My � V y �MyGy
BSV

y� ����
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or

My � V y � V yGy
BSMy� ����

From equation ����� we see that

M � V ���GBSM�� ����

and from equation �����

My � ���MyGy
BS�V

y� ����

After left multiplication of ���� by ��MyGy
BS and right multiplication of ����

by ��GBSM� the pair of equations ���� and ���� becomes

���MyGy
BS�M � ���MyGy

BS�V ���GBSM�� ����

My���GBSM� � ���MyGy
BS�V

y���GBSM�� ����

Subtraction of ���� from ���� results in the unitarity condition for the Bethe�

Salpeter M matrix�

M�My � �My�GBS �Gy
BS�M

����MyGy
BS��V � V y����GBSM�� ����

The positive and negative energy elastic cuts are discontinuities of the

M matrix associated with the discontinuities of the Bethe�Salpeter propa�

gator� GBS �Gy
BS � which are proportional to the ��functions restricting two

nucleons on their mass shells� Since this can only happen when P � � �m�� we

have the positive �W � �m� and negative �W � ��m� energy cuts on the W �

plane� whereW is the invariant mass of the system� P � � W �� The discontinu�

ities of the kernel�V � V y� associated with at least one exchange boson on�shell

give rise to a series of overlapping cuts with thresholds at W � ���m �N��

with N � � and � being the boson mass�
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RΓΓ= +M

Figure �� Bound state�

��� Bound State and Wave Equation

A bound state is associated with another type of discontinuity of the scattering

matrix� if there exists a bound state for the two�body system at some partic�

ular value of the total four�momentum P such that P � � M�� where M is the

mass of the bound state� then the scattering matrix has a pole at P � � M��

The graphical representation of the M matrix with the bound state pole�

M �
j� �� �j
P � �M�

�R� ��	�

is given by Fig� �� In equation ��	�� j� � is called the Bethe�Salpeter bound

state vertex function and R is regular at P � �M��

If we now substitute this form of the scattering matrix ��	� into the Bethe�

Salpeter equation ����� then� equating residues and omitting � �j on both

sides� we obtain the Bethe�Salpeter wave equation for the bound state vertex

function�

�� � V GBS�j� �� �� ����

illustrated by Fig� � ����

Given the de
nition of the Bethe�Salpeter bound state wave function�

j	 �� GBSj� �� ����

we write

�G��
BS � V �j	 �� �� ����
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Γ = V Γ

Figure �� Bethe�Salpeter equation for the vertex function�

The last equation can have an even more elegant form if we observe the

equivalence �as soon as both G��
BS and G�� exist� of equation ���� and this

de
nition�

G�� � G��
BS � V� ����

The Bethe�Salpeter wave equation ���� can now be rewritten as

G��j	 �� �� ����

One has to be very careful with equations like the last one� Its meaning

is that the matrix elements of operator G��j	 � in the momentum space are

zero� which should be clear from the previous discussion� Indeed� the bound

state wave function j	 � is de
ned only for the total momentum P such

that P � � M�� At this particular value of the total momentum the four�

point propagator has a singularity associated with the bound state pole of

the scattering matrix M� Strictly speaking� the operator G does not exist at

P � � M�� It is natural then that the matrix elements of the product of its

inverse with an operator that exists only at P � � M� are zero�

A similar discussion can be repeated here with respect to the scattering

states� Singularities associated with the bound state are clearly not the only

singularities of the four�point propagator� As it was mentioned above� the

singularity structure of the free two�body propagator GBS is responsible for

the elastic cut of the scattering matrix� But the scattering states�de
ned
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in terms of the particle on�shell plane waves�exist only at those values of

momenta where GBS is singular� Thus� the form of the wave equation for the

scattering states is the same as �����

The above two paragraphs are in the perfect agreement with a well�known

fact from linear algebra that if a linear operator O has some non�trivial kernel

Ker�O�� then O�� is not de
ned on Ker�O� ����� In our case� O � G���
The simpliest illustration of the kind of misleading conclusions we have to

beware of is the following chain of relations�

��������p�� � p�� �� p��jp� ��� p��j�jp� ��� p��jG�G
��
� jp� � � ����

Everything is irreproachable until the particle is on�shell� In this case� one

might erroneously conclude that the last expression is zero since G��
� jp� �� �

for p�� p�� � m�� From the mathematical point of view� the essence of the

problem is that the operator representation

� � G�G
��
� �	��

is not valid at p�� � m�� since operator G��
� does not� strictly speaking� exist

at this value of momentum�

Suppose� however� that� after some algebraic transformations� we observe

the operator string of the form OO��� where O has some singularity structure�

Then the rule of the thumb we heavily use in Chapters 	 and � is to collapse

OO�� into � before considering matrix elements of the expression in question�

so that we guarantee that the analytical structure of the corresponding integral

equations is taken care of automatically�
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��� Normalization Condition

The normalization of the bound state vertex function can also be derived from

the Bethe�Salpeter equations ���� and ���� ���� If we substitute V from ����

asM�MGBSV into ����� we obtain the nonlinear symmetric Bethe�Salpeter

equation for the M matrix�

M � V �MGBSM�MGBSV GBSM� �	��

After substituting the expression forM in the presence of a bound state� ��	��

the last equation gives

j� �� �j
P � �M�

�R � V � �
j� �� �j
P � �M�

�R�GBS�R �
j� �� �j
P � �M�

�

�� j� �� �j
P � �M�

�R�GBSV GBS�R �
j� �� �j
P � �M�

�� �	��

which reduces to

j� �� �j � � lim
P ��M�

fj� � �� �jGBSj� � � � �jGBSV GBSj� �� � �j
P � �M�

�j� �� �j�GBSR�GBSV GBSR�

��RGBS �RGBSV GBS�j� �� �jg �		�

after multiplication by P � �M� and keeping only those terms that are not

zero at P � �M�� The last two lines vanish because of the wave equation �����

and what remains is

lim
P ��M�

� �j�GBS �GBSV GBS�j� �

P � �M�
� ��� �	��

We have to expand this now about P � � M� using L�Hopital�s rule�

� �j�G�
BS � �GBSV GBS�

��j� �� ��� �	��
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where

G�
BS �


GBS


P �
� �P �
GBS


P�
�	��

and similarly for �GBSV GBS�
�� and where we omitted all terms involving

derivatives of the vertex function since they are zero because of the wave

equation�

Expression �	�� can also be further simpli
ed� Using the Bethe�Salpeter

wave equation to obtain

� �j�GBSV GBS�
�j� ��� �jGBSV

�GBS j� � �� � �jG�
BSj� � �	��

and noticing that� due to the standard di�erentiation rules�

� � �jG�
BSj� ��� �jGBS�G

��
BS�

�GBSj� �� �	��

we 
nally write the normalization of the bound state vertex function in the

following manner�

� 	j�G����j	 �� ��� �	��

��� Current Operator and Five�point Func�

tion

The electromagnetic properties of bound and scattering states are described

by the matrix elements J � of the e�ective current operator J��

J � �� 	jJ�j	 � � ����

The structure of the current J� can be obtained by attaching a virtual photon

leg to all lines of the corresponding Feynman diagram� Fig� � gives a graphical
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Γ+= +Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ

Figure �� Current operator�

representation of this scenario� The last term in Fig� � sums contributions

from the photon interaction with all members of Fig� �� where we again imply

that a photon leg is successively attached to all lines �if both the bound state

constituents and interaction bosons carry the charge��

The last term on Fig� � is called the exchange current� J�ex� and the algebraic

expression for J� can be then written as�

J� � J�IA � J�ex� ����

where

J�IA � iJ��G
��
� � iJ��G

��
� � ����

and J�i � i � �� �� are the one�body currents� The inverse one�body propaga�

tors appear to cancel the extraneous one�body propagators coming from the

de
nition of the bound state wave function �����

The 
ve�point function� G�� another object we will need� can be also de
ned

using J��

G� � �GJ�G� ��	�

Here we see again �cf� Fig� �� that inverse propagators in the de
nition of

J�IA are canceled with extra propagators from G� It can be shown ���� that
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G += +G G G G G

Figure �� Five�point function�

de
nition ��	� is equivalent to the conventional de
nition of the 
ve�point

function�

The scattering operator C� is de
ned as the 
ve�point function represented

on Fig� � with all external legs amputated�

G� � �GBSC�GBS� ����

This de
nition is analogous to the de
nition of the scattering matrix M ��	�

in the sense that the scattering operator is related to the 
ve�point function

in the same way as the scattering matrix is related to the four�point function�

And even more important observation is that both the scattering matrix and

the connected part of the scattering operator are directly related to a physical

observable �the di�erential cross�section��

The conservation of the current J� ���� ��� follows from the one� and two�

body Ward�Takahashi identities for the one�body ��	� and exchange ���� ���

currents respectively�

A regular form of the one�body Ward�Takahashi identities�

q�J
�
i �pi � q� pi� � �ei�G��

i �pi � q��G��
i �pi��� ����

can be replaced by their operator form�

q�J
�
i � � ei�q�� G

��
i �� ����
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if we introduce the charge operators  ei�q� by their matrix elements in the

momentum space�

� p�ij ei�q�jpi �� ��������p�i � pi � q�ei� ����

where ei is the isospin part of the charge operator of the ith particle� �
�
�� � �

�i�
� ��

So de
ned charge operators�  ei� act as the momentum shift operators in the

momentum space and as the usual charge operators in the isospin space� From

now on� we will use the same notation� ei� for the charge operators in the

momentum space as well�

With these de
nitions� a well�known result ���� ��� for the exchange current

divergence�

q�J
�
ex � e�V �p� � q

�
� p�P � � e�V �p� �

q

�
� p�P �

�V �p�� p�
q

�
�P ��e� � V �p�� p� q

�
�P ��e�� ����

reduces to

q�J
�
ex � �e	� V �� ����

where we used

e	 � e� � e�� ����

The proof of the current conservation is a one�line task now� The divergence

of the current J��

q�J
� � i�e�� G

��
� �G��

� � i�e�� G
��
� �G��

� � �e	� V � � �e	�G���� ����

along with the wave equation ���� yields

q�J � � �� ����
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��� Charge Conservation

The last observation we make in this chapter is about the equivalence of the

normalization condition �	�� for the bound state consisting of two particles of

the same isospin and the charge conservation ��� ���� For this end� we have to

consider the one�body Ward�Takahashi identities ���� in the q � � limit�

q�J
�
i � �ei�q�� G

��
i �

q�
�� �eiq� 



p
�i�
�

G��
i � ��	�

or� to be more general� given the de
nition of the charge operator ����� we can

conclude that for any operator in the momentum space of the ith particle

�ei�q��  O�
q�
�� �eiq� 



p
�i�
�

 O� ����

This allows us to write

q�J
�
IA

q�
�� �q��e� 



p
���
�

� e�




p
���
�

�G��
BS� ����

Since





p
���
�

�




P�
�

�

�





p�
����





p
���
�

�




P�
� �

�





p�
� ����

expression ���� transforms to

q�J
�
IA

q�
�� �q��e	 



P�
�

�

�
�e� � e��





p�
�G��

BS � ����

The easiest way to 
nd the zero momentum transfer limit for the exchange

current divergence is to directly consider the expansion of the two�body Ward�

Takahashi identity ����� which gives

q�J
�
ex

q�
�� �e	� V �� � q�f 
V

P�

e	 �
e� � e�

�


V


p��
�


V


p�

e� � e�
�

g� ����
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where by � � �� we denoted the commutator in the isospin space� A natural

assumption is that the 
rst term in the last expression is zero� It is obviously

true for the following form of the kernel

V � V
 � �� ��� � �� ���V� ����

since �� ��� � �� ��� commutes with �
���
� � �

���
� �

With this assumption expression ���� becomes

q�J
�
ex

q�
�� �q�fe	 
V

P�

�
e� � e�

�


V


p��
�


V


p�

e� � e�
�

g� ����

We are considering particles of the same isospin� In this

case e� � e� �
�
�
�� � ���� and collecting results from expressions ���� and �����

we write

q�J
� q�
�� �q�e	 



P�
G��� ����

This limit uniquely determines the longitudinal part of the current operator

J� at the zero momentum transfer�

J���� � �e	 



P�
G�� � ��P �e	�G����� ��	�

Given this form of the current at the zero limit along with the normalization

condition �	��� we conclude that

J ���� � �P �e	� ����

which is a transparent indication that the charge is conserved�
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Quasipotential Formalism

��� Motivations and General Requirements

By no means is the Bethe�Salpeter equation the only possible form of rela�

tivistic equation for the scattering matrix M� A simple observation is that

equation ���� is equivalent to the pair of equations

M � U � UgM� ����

U � V � V!GU� ����

where g and U are called the quasipotential two�body propagator and the

quasipotential kernel respectively and where

!G � GBS � g� ����

Indeed� the following chain of relations demonstrates this equivalence�

M � U � UgM
� �V � V!GU�� �V � V!GU�gM

�	
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� V � V!GU � V gM� V!GUgM
� V � V gM� V!G�U � UgM�

� V � V gM� V!GM
� V � V GBSM ����

Thus� we are faced with the whole spectrum of relativistic two�body equa�

tions� All of them �except some particular cases mentioned at the end of this

section� can be thought as being generated by the initial choice of the quasipo�

tential propagator g� The motivations for choosing any speci
c form of the

propagator and the minimal requirements on it will be discussed in a moment�

As soon as a propagator is chosen� it uniquely determines the quasipotential

kernel U by means of equation ����� It is clear that this kernel no longer rep�

resents a sum of Feynman diagrams with the standard rules� Some additional

rules can be introduced to view the quasipotential kernel as a resummation

of pieces of the Bethe�Salpeter kernel truncated at di�erent numbers of bo�

son exchanges �this is discussed in more detail in Section ����� Given U � the

equation we have to solve then is �����

����� Motivations and Requirements

It might seem confusing that� instead of one �simple� equation ����� we now

have two� However� since the kernel V includes contributions from an in
nite

series of the two�body irreducible Feynman diagrams� it is often truncated at

some number of boson exchanges �the exact solution for the Bethe�Salpeter

equation using the path integral representation ��� and requiring a signi
cant

amount of the computer time was demonstrated for the scalar case only�� The

usual technique is to truncate the kernel at the one boson exchange �OBE�
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level �ladder approximation��

Even with these approximations� the Bethe�Salpeter equation� as any four�

dimensional integral equation� is still dicult to solve numerically� It can be

reduced to the two�dimensional integral equation after partial wave expansion

in the center of mass frame� The remaining integrations are with respect

to the relative energy and the magnitude of the relative 	�momentum� The

number of operations necessary to numerically solve a two�dimensional integral

equation is of the order of N�� where N is a number of point in the grid� on

which the integral is approximated by a sum� Comparison of N� with N��

a number of operations solving one�dimensional integral equations� is rather

self�explaining� This is a clear indication of why three�dimensional reductions

of the Bethe�Salpeter equations are of such importance�

Therefore� a common feature of all considered quasipotential propagators

is that they constrain the relative four�momentum in some way reducing the

phase space of the system to some submanifold of the total phase space avail�

able in the Bethe�Salpeter case� whereas contributions coming from the rest

of the phase space are incorporated into the new kernel U by means of �����

The central idea of the method is to choose the quasipotential propagator

in such a way that operator !G could be considered small in some sense� If

it is small enough� then we can truncate series generated by equation ���� at

the �th order approximating the quasipotential kernel U by the Bethe�Salpeter

kernel V � Since the relative momentum is constrained �by explicit presence of

the ��function� for example�� instead of tackling the four�dimensional integral

equation� we have to solve the three�dimensional equation ����� which can be

reduced to one�dimensional by the procedure described above�

Except for this desirable feature of generating three�dimensional reduction�
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the only other strict requirement we impose upon a quasipotential propagator

is that it must preserve the positive energy elastic cut ���� at any order of

truncation� Starting with the quasipotential equation for the M matrix ����

and proceeding similarly to how we obtained the unitarity condition ����� we

end up with�

M�My � �My�g � gy�M
����Mygy��U � U y���� gM�� ����

Thus� the elastic cut requirement for the quasipotential propagator can be

formulated as�

g � gy
��
� GBS �Gy

BS � ��i���
�

�
P � p�� �m�����

�

�
P � p�� �m��

��
�c�m�

��i

Ep

��p
����E
�
p �W ��� ����

where under �
��
�� sign we understand an equation that is necessarily held only

on the mass shell W � �Ep� where Ep �
p
p� �m� is the on�shell energy� The

last line in ���� is evaluated in the center of mass frame�

In other words� the choice of a quasipotential propagator must preserve

physics along the positive energy elastic cut at any order and can describe it

di�erently in non�physical regions� �However� the exact solution for the M
matrix will always be the same� as was mentioned at the beginning of this

section��

The above requirements leave a number of degrees of freedom in choosing g�

And it is not surprising then that a variety of quasipotential propagators have

been proposed and considered in the literature� The optimal choice of the

propagator heavily depends on the model considered� The number of boson

exchanges included in the Bethe�Salpeter kernel� the level of truncation of
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the quasipotential equation ����� the masses of the bosons and nucleons� the

coupling constants� and the range of kinematic variables one is interested in�

all play a role in producing a spectrum of motivations for selecting one or

another propagator for a model�

And yet another important observation should be made at this point� Since

we know the exact solution of the full Bethe�Salpeter equation �in the scalar

case� ���� we can compare this exact solution with what various quasipotential

approaches provide� The �th order approximation to the quasipotential ����

implies that U � V � What we have to analyse next is the V gV term in the it�

erations of ����� Expanding this term as a series of �m� where � is the boson

mass� and comparing corresponding coecients� one 
nds that all quasipoten�

tial equations turn out to possess better convergence properties than the ladder

approximation to the Bethe�Salpeter equation ���� The same picture of better

convergence properties arises for the calculations of the ground state mass for

the exact Bethe�Salpeter and various quasipotential equations ���� Therefore�

the issue of better convergence �along with the previously mentioned reduction

property�� is another reason to study quasipotential equations�

����� Review of Proposed Quasipotential Propagators

Two basic families of proposed quasipotential propagators �written down in

the center of mass frame where P � �W� 
�� are

g�p�W � �
��

Ep

��p
�
f��E�

p�W
��

�E�
p �W � � i�

� ����

g�p�W � �
��

Ep

��p
 � �Ep �W���
f��E�

p �W
��

�E�
p �W � � i�

� ����
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where f is an arbitrary function of two arguments and it is equal to � on

its diagonal� f�x� x� � �� This condition guarantees that the elastic cut

requirement ���� is satis
ed� Both families have their explicitly relativistic

representations�

g�p�P � � ��
Z �

�m�

ds�

s� �W � � i�
f�s��W ��

������� s

�W
P � p�� �m��������

s

�W
P � p�� �m��� ��	�

g�p�P � � ��
Z �

�m�

ds�

s� �W � � i�
f�s��W ��

��������
�
P � p�� �m��������

�s�W

�W
P � p�� �m��� ����

where ���� indicated that only the positive energy root of the ��function must

be included�

The major di�erence between these two approaches is that in the 
rst case

both particles are o��shell and only three�momentum is transferred� while

in the second case one particle is on�shell in initial� 
nal and all intermediate

states� The latter case was designed to work for systems consisting of one heavy

and one light particles� when the natural idea is to place the heavy particle on�

shell� Since the on�shell family does not treat particles symmetrically �like the

former case does�� some explicit symmetrization procedures ��	� are required

when considering equal mass two�particle systems�

Di�erent choices of function f for both cases generate di�erent propaga�

tors ��� ���� Table � summarizes some of the possible choices along with the

authors who proposed them�

At this point one might erroneously conclude that p
 � � and

p
 � Ep �W� are the only two possible submanifolds to which the available

phase space can be reduced by a quasipotential propagator� This is obviously
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Table �� Proposed families of quasipotential propagators�

f�x�� y�� ��p
� ��p
 � �Ep �W���

� Blankenbecler�Sugar ���� Erkelenz�Holinde ����
x
y

Todorov ���� �
x�y
�x

� Kadychevsky ����
x�y
�y

Thompson ���� Gross �	��

not true� To demonstrate this� we introduce a new superfamily of propagators

similar to that one suggested by Gross �	��� Modifying the argument of the

��functions in ��	� or ����� we can write� for example� the following�

g�p� P � �� � ��
Z �

�m�

ds�

s� �W � � i�
f�s��W �� ��

���������� ��s� �W

�W
P � p�� �m��

��������� � ��s� �W

�W
P � p�� �m��� ����

where � is a real number such that �� � � � �� and f�x� y� �� is a function

equal to � on its diagonal� f�x� x� �� � �� for any value of parameter � to

guarantee that the positive energy elastic cut requirement ���� is satis
ed� A

particular choice of function f �

f�x� y� �� �
x

y
� x� y

�� � ���x � ��� ���y
� ����

produces the series of quasipotential propagators considered by Gross in �	���

Representation ���� can be integrated in the center of mass frame to yield

g�p�W � �� �
��

Ep

��p
 � ��Ep �W���
f��E�

p �W
�� ��

�E�
p �W � � i�

� ����
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It is clear now that if � � ������ then the 
rst �second� particle is on�shell�

and if � � �� then the both particle is o��shell and the 	�momentum only

is transferred� If function f has the form as in ����� then for � � � we

obtain the original Gross propagator and for � � � we end up with Todorov�s

case �cf� Table ��� However� the main point of this family of propagators is

that the whole spectrum p
 � ��Ep �W�� of submanifolds is permitted�

And again� we are quite far from exhausting all possible three�dimensional

reductions� Klein and Lee �	�� considered a case such that the reduction proce�

dure could not be made equivalent to just a quasipotential propagator substi�

tution� and an explicit projection of the scattering matrix and the kernel onto

the considered subspace of the phase space is required� Phillips and Wallace

followed the ideas of Klein and Lee and generalized yet another quasipotential

reduction model developed by one of the authors in �		� 	��� The result was

an even more innovative approach �the equal�time equation� ���� not incorpo�

rating the explicit presence of ��functions� However� the inevitable common

property of all possible three�dimensional reductions is that the phase space

is reduced to some submanifold 
rst� then the scattering matrix is projected

onto it and a new quasipotential propagator is afterwards introduced in one

way or another �in the simpliest case considered by Phillips and Wallace�by

means of integrating the relative energy dependence out of the free two�body

Bethe�Salpeter propagator�

g �
Z dp


��
GBS � ����

which is equivalent to ignoring the time dependence of the propagator� A

covariant generalization of this approach was also considered in �	�� 	����
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Having set o� the essential characteristics of any three�dimensional reduc�

tion� we can now introduce a formal generic description of the method�

��� Generic Approach

In this section we work out a generic method of dealing with the di�erent

quasipotential approaches described in the previous section� This method

is general and does not depend on the speci
c properties of any particular

quasipotential� All results are independent of the analytical structure of the

emerging integral equations generated by a particular choice of the quasipoten�

tial� and in the next chapter we demonstrate how our generic results produce

the right answers for two well�known cases�

����� Four�point Propagator

The basic ideas of this section are rather straightforward and can be thought

as a logical continuation of the fundamental relativistic quantum 
eld theory

results given in Chapter �� where equation ��	� is actually a de
nition of the

scattering matrix� In that equation� both the four�point and the free two�body

propagators� de
ned as the Fourier transforms of the vacuum expectation val�

ues of the time ordered products of the corresponding nucleon 
eld operators�

are not directly related to any physical observables� But the M matrix is

�its absolute square with all external particles on�shell is proportional to the

di�erential cross section� jMj� 	 d�
d
�� That is why a requirement that all

quasipotential propagators preserve the scattering matrix elastic cut is funda�

mental� However� as was mentioned in the previous section� the exact value of

the scattering matrix at any point of the phase space is always the same and
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Figure ��� Phase space reduction�

it is independent of the propagator selection� These considerations allow us to

write

G��
BS �G��

BSGG��
BS �M �

� g�� � g��GQg��� ����

This equation should be thought as a de
nition of the quasipotential four�

point propagator GQ� It is a direct consequence of the scattering matrix de
�

nition given by ��	�� The quasipotential propagator g reduces the total phase

space to some submanifold� Clearly� its inverse exists only on this subman�

ifold� The quasipotential four�point propagator can be also de
ned only on

this submanifold� Sign �
�
�� indicates that we are considering this equation on

a reduced phase space only�

To clarify the issue completely� we consider two quasipotential propagators�

g� and g� �corresponding� for example� to two di�erent choices of parameter �
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in the superfamily of the quasipotential propagators ������ This leads to the

two distinct submanifolds of the total phase space of the system �cf� Fig� ����

However� because of the positive energy elastic cut requirement� these two

submanifolds overlap over the physical values of momenta as is shown on

Fig� ��� Therefore� we can write either�

g��� � g��� GQ�g��� ��
�M ��

� g��� � g��� GQ�g��� � ����

where
��
� has the same meaning as in ����� or�

���
��
M �

�g� g
��
� � g��� GQ�g���

M �
�g� g

��
� � g��� GQ�g��� �

����

where the 
rst �second� equation in the system of two is considered on the

phase space reduced by g� �g���

It would be natural to expect the form of the integral equation for the

quasipotential four�point function to be analogous to ���� or ����� Indeed�

GQ �
� g � gMg

�
� g � g�U � UgM�g

�
� g � gU�g � gMg�

�
� g � gUGQ ����

�
� g � g�U �MgU�g

�
� g � �g � gMg�Ug

�
� g � GQUg� ��	�

Using ����� we write

�g�� � U�GQ �
� �g�� � U��g � gUGQ� �

� �� UGQ � Ug � UgUGQ
�
� �� Ug � UgUGQ � Ug � UgUGQ �

� �� ����

or� with the help of ��	��

GQ�g�� � U�
�
� �g � GQUg��g�� � U�

�
� �� GQU � gU � GQUgU

�
� �� gU � GQUgU � gU � GQUgU �

� �� ����
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This implies that the expression for the inverse quasipotential four�point prop�

agator is similar to �����

G��Q �
� g�� � U� ����

The quasipotential equation for the scattering matrix ���� is valid at any

point of the phase space� hence� at any point of the reduced phase space as

well�

M �
� U � UgM ����

or

M �
� U �MgU� ����

Substitution of the form of the M matrix in the presence of the bound

state ��	� into any of these expressions and equating the residues with af�

terwards omitting of � �j or j� � on both sides give

j� �
�
� �Ugj� � ����

or

� �j �� � � �jgU� ����

A natural de
nition of the quasipotential bound state wave function

j	Q �
�
� gj� � ����

reduces ���� and ���� to the following form of the wave equation�

� 	QjG��Q �
� G��Q j	Q �

�
� �� ����

analogous to ����� It is important to note that the last representation of the

wave equation is valid only on the already reduced phase space� while both
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���� and ���� make sense everywhere�

j� � � �Ugj� �� ��	�

� �j � � � �jgU� ����

����� Current Operator and Five�point Function

We do not want the electromagnetic properties of the system to depend on a

particular �quasipotential� approach� To be more speci
c� we do not expect

the matrix elements ���� of the current operator to change�

J � �� 	QjJ�Qj	Q �� ����

where the quasipotential e�ective current J�Q is to be found� Obviously� the

last equation could be considered as a de
nition of the e�ective current and

it could be found based on this de
nition� However� to expose the virtual

equivalence of any quasipotential approach to the Bethe�Salpeter approach

and to further demonstrate that the underlying fabric of both methods is

essentially the same� we follow more rigorous and 
eld theoretical way�

The discussion of the M matrix properties could be repeated here with

respect to the scattering operator C� ����� The result is the natural de
nition

of the quasipotential 
ve�point function�

G�Q �
� �gC�g� ����

which is an analogue of ����� This de
nition along with the original de
nition

of the scattering operator ���� gives rise to the pair of relations similar to �����

�G��
BSG�G��

BS � C� �
� �g��G�Qg��� ����
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Given the quasipotential four� and 
ve�point functions� we have all necessary

machinery to construct the quasipotential e�ective current J�Q �cf� ��	���

G�Q �
� �GQJ�QGQ� ����

It might not seem completely clear at this point that the so�de
ned ef�

fective current has the same matrix elements as the Bethe�Salpeter e�ective

current J�� However� it is so due to construction� Namely� all the preceding

de
nitions of �auxiliary� objects �GQ� G�Q� were based on the fact that the

physics �M� C�� does not depend on one or another approach� That is why it

would be natural to expect that such physical objects as the current matrix

elements remain intact�

The de
nitions of the quasipotential four� and 
ve�point functions were

useful since they allowed us to introduce a formalism� such that all basic

equations look formally the same as in the Bethe�Salpeter case� or� to be

more precise� as soon as we consider dynamics on a reduced phase space� this

dynamics� described in terms of the objects� analogous to those in the Bethe�

Salpeter case� is essentially the same� no matter what particular choice of the

quasipotential propagator has been made�

It must be emphasized here that this result is rather formal and it can

hardly be considered as a deep insight into the 
eld theory� The Bethe�Salpeter

approach is the only valid 
eld theoretical method from the point of view of

the formalism described here� Both the quasipotential four� and 
ve�point

functions are not the Fourier transforms of the vacuum expectation values

of the time ordered products of the nucleon operator 
elds �as they are in

the Bethe�Salpeter case�� but they are rather related to those by means of

equations ���� and ���� respectively� The value of this formalism is that it
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reveals the simplicity of a generic quasipotential approach and allows one to

write down basic de
nitions in a way similar to the Bethe�Salpeter case� One of

the most important formulae here is the de
nition for a generic quasipotential

current J�Q� It should be clear now that its matrix elements are the same as of

the Bethe�Salpeter current J�� However� we demonstrate this explicitly�

����� Current Conservation

We check 
rst that the current is conserved �on a reduced phase space� obvi�

ously�� To this end� we rewrite its de
nition ���� as

J�Q
�
� �G��Q G�QG��Q � ����

The ultimate purpose now is to get rid of any quasipotential n�point functions

and to express the right hand side of this de
nition in terms of the Bethe�

Salpeter e�ective current J�� the quasipotential kernel U and the free�two

body propagators GBS and g� The de
nition of the quasipotential 
ve�point

function ���� can be used to give

J�Q
�
� �G��Q gG��

BSG�G��
BSgG��Q � �����

Substitution of the 
ve�point function from ��	� into the last expression yields

J�Q
�
� G��Q gG��

BSGJ�GG��
BSgG��Q � �����

Now we have J� surrounded by the strings of operators with some non�trivial

analytical structure� Namely� G��
BS has zeros where G has singularities and vice

versa with respect to g and G��Q respectively� Following our prescription given

in the previous section� we have to resolve these singularities 
rst to guarantee

that the analytical structure of this expression is taken care of adequately�
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Considering the right operator string of J� 
rst� we write

� � �GG��
BSgG��Q �� � � � �GBS �GBSMGBS�G

��
BSgG��Q

�� � � � ���GBSM�gG��Q � �����

where we have used the scattering matrix de
nition ��	� to cancel the singu�

larity associated with the four�point propagator� We also moved symbol � � �

to its right to indicate that we are not keeping track of the constraint condition

on the left side of the operator string �since it is to be left�multiplied by some

other operators��

The uncertainty associated with the singularity of g still remains� We deal

with it as follows�

� � � ���GBSM�gG��Q �� � � � ���GBSM�g�g�� � U�

�� � � � ���GBSM��� � gU�

�� � � � �� � gU �GBS�M�MgU��

�� � � � �� � gU �GBSU�

�� � � � ���!GU�� ���	�

where the expression for the inverse quasipotential four�point propagator ����

and the quasipotential equation for the scattering matrix ���� were used�

We observe that the � � � sign did not vanish on the last line of ���	�� This is

due to the fact that although the inverse four�point quasipotential propagator

was canceled� the constraint caused by it remained� To demonstrate this more

e�ectively� we 
rst undertake a very similar chain of steps to transform the

left operator string of the e�ective current from ����� into f�� � U!G� � � �g�
and then� keeping in mind that the quasipotential e�ective current is de
ned
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only on the submanifold of the total phase space� we write the 
nal answer�

J�Q
�
� ��� U!G�J����!GU�� �����

To see now that the current is conserved is straightforward� The substi�

tution of the expression for the divergence of the Bethe�Salpeter current ����

into ����� gives

q�J
�
Q

�
� ��� U!G��e	�G������!GU�

�
� ��� U!G�e	G�����!GU�

���� U!G�G��e	���!GU�� �����

Then the following transformations of the operator string right to the charge

operator e	 on the second line of ����� should be made�

� � �G�����!GU� �� � � � �G��
BS � V ����!GU�

�� � � � �G��
BS��� �GBS � g�U� � V ���!GU��

�� � � � �G��
BS � U �G��

BSgU � U�

�� � � � G��
BS�� � gU�

�� � � � G��
BSgG��Q � �����

where we used the expressions for the Bethe�Salpeter� ����� and the quasipo�

tential� ����� inverse four�point propagators on the 
rst and the 
fth lines

respectively� and the equation for the quasipotential kernel ���� on the third

line� Making analogous transformation with the operator string left to the

charge operator e	 on the third line of ������ we write the contraction of the

e�ective current with the external photon momentum as

q�J
�
Q

�
� �G��Q gG��

BSe	���!GU�

���� U!G�e	G
��
BSgG��Q � �����
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which along with the quasipotential wave equation ���� guarantees that the

current operator ���� is conserved�

q�J � �� 	Qjq�J�Qj	Q �� �� �����

One might consider actions undertaken between the fourth and 
fth lines

of the chain of equations ����� to be illegal since� instead of the general rule

to possibly cancel all singularities� we inserted some singularities by repre�

senting � � gU as gG��Q � Strictly speaking� this observation would be right�

However� in this particular case� the singularity coming from g was to be can�

celed by the zero associated with G��
BS� This means that we e�ectively did not

touch the analytical structure of the expression in question and transforma�

tion ������made just to simplify the structure of the resulting expressions�

was valid�

However� if we were more rigorous� we would write the divergence of the

quasipotential e�ective current as

q�J
�
Q

�
� ��� U!G�e	G

��
BS�� � gU�

��� � Ug�G��
BSe	���!GU�� �����

And then� considering the contraction of the current J � with the photon

momentum� we would write

q�J � � � � 	Qjf�� � Ug�G��
BSe	���!GU�

���� U!G�e	G
��
BS�� � gU�gj	Q �

� � � �jgf�� � Ug�G��
BSe	���!GU�

���� U!G�e	G
��
BS�� � gU�ggj� �

� � � �jf�g � gUg�G��
BSe	���!GU�g
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�g��� U!G�e	G
��
BS�g � gUg�gj� �

� � � �jf�� � gU�gG��
BSe	���!GU�g

�g��� U!G�e	G
��
BSg�� � Ug�gj� �� � �����

where we 
rst used the quasipotential wave function de
nition ���� and the

equations for the vertex functions in the form of ���� and ��	� at the last step�

����� Current Matrix Elements and Charge Conserva�

tion

The point to be noted here is that the quasipotential current is de
ned only

on the reduced phase space �we used the
�
� sign for it and for its contraction

with q� in ������ and it is not just a projection of the Bethe�Salpeter e�ective

current J�� Rather� it was carefully crafted in such a way that its matrix

elements are the same as of J� �which is a natural reason why it is conserved��

However� as it was stated above� this requirement had not been taken as a

fundamental one and� hence� it is now to be checked� The proof� which could

be considered as just a slight modi
cation of transformations given in ������

is rather straightforward and is based only on the equations for the vertex

functions ���� and ��	� and the de
nitions of the quasipotential� ����� and the

Bethe�Salpeter� ����� wave functions�

J � � � 	QjJ�Qj	Q �

� � �jg��� U!G�J����!GU�gj� �

� � �j��gU!G� g�J��g �!GUg�j� �

� � �j�!G� g�J��g �!G�j� �

� � �jGBSJ
�GBS j� �
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� � 	jJ�j	 � � �����

We used the de
nition of the bound state wave functions to prove the equiv�

alence of the current matrix elements in ������ but� due to Mandelstam ����

and as was already discussed in Section ��	� the same equation should be held

for the scattering wave functions� The explicit proof also exists� of course�

Indeed� if we denote the on�shell plane waves by jp��p� � �� p��p�j�� then
using the de
nition of the initial �
nal� state scattering wave functions with

outgoing �incoming� spherical wave boundary conditions in the Bethe�Salpeter

case

j	 � � ���GBSM�jp��p� � �����

� 	j � � p��p�j���MGBS� ���	�

and in the quasipotential case

j	Q � � ��� gM�jp��p� � �����

� 	Qj � � p��p�j���Mg�� �����

we write the following series of transformations�

J � � � 	QjJ�Qj	Q �

� � p��p�j���Mg���� U!G�J�

����!GU���� gM�jp��p� �
� � p��p�j���Mg � U!G �MgU!G�J�

���� gM�!GU �!GUgM�jp��p� �
� � p��p�j���MGBS � �M� U �MgU�!G�J�

����GBSM�!G�M� U � UgM��jp��p� �
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� � p��p�j���MGBS�J
����GBSM�jp��p� �

� � 	jJ�j	 �� �����

where we have also used the quasipotential equation for the scattering matrix�

This property of the current matrix elements preserves the equivalence

of the normalization condition for the bound state vertex function and the

charge conservation discussed in Section ���� The point here is that although

we can not recover the zero momentum transfer limit of the quasipotential

e�ective current J�Q��� from the Ward�Takahashi identities since�unlike the

Bethe�Salpeter case�it generally has purely transverse components �cf� ������

we still have an expression for the zero limit divergence of the e�ective current

based on an analogous formula for the Bethe�Salpeter e�ective current �����

q�J
�
Q

q��
��� ���� U!G��q�e	


G��

P�

����!GU�� �����

While this expression does not uniquely determines the longitudinal part of the

current because of the singularities associated with !G� we still can proceed

in the way similar to ����� to see that

q�J � � � 	Qjq�J�Qj	Q �

q�
�� � � 	Qj��� U!G��q�e	

G��

P�

����!GU�j	Q �

� � � 	jq�e	
G
��


P�
j	 �

� ��q�P �e	 � 	j�G����j	 �� �q�P
�e	 �����

because of the normalization condition �	��� This implies the charge conser�

vation condition �����

Of course� omitting the discussion of the zero momentum transfer limit

of the quasipotential e�ective current J�Q���� this e�ect could be seen directly�

given that the current matrix elements do not change as it was shown in ������
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Examples

��� Blankenbecler�Sugar Case

The Blankenbecler�Sugar �BBS� approach ���� 	�� �see also �	�� for numeri�

cal results� was the 
rst three�dimensional reduction technique in the history

of quasipotential equations� This is not surprising since the BBS equation

makes a logical link between the relativistic Bethe�Salpeter equation and the

non�relativistic Lippman�Schwinger equation� To be more speci
c� the BBS

equation can be constructed ��� as just a Lippman�Schwinger equation with

the interaction modi
ed in such a way that the resultant �BBS� equation gains

the relativistic unitarity property� This modi
cation prescription is referred to

as �minimal relativity�� After performing this procedure ���� one obtains that

the quasipotential propagator written in the center of mass frame is given by

equation ���� where function f is equal to � �cf� Table ���

gBBS �
��

Ep

� ��p
�

�E�
p �W � � i�

� �����

��
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thus� the total phase space is reduced�the relative energy is not an indepen�

dent variable and is restricted to zero�

We want to construct an explicit form of the BBS e�ective current �	���

An important observation ���� in this direction is that the constraint condition

imposed upon the initial and 
nal state relative momenta by the BBS propa�

gator�

p�
 � p
 � �� �����

is not compatible with the momentum conservation�

p� � p � q�� �����

where q is the four�momentum of the photon� A natural way to deal with this

is to assume that terms involving the momentum constraint both before and

after interaction with the photon are equal to zero�

First� we consider terms coming from the impulse approximation part of

the Bethe�Salpeter e�ective current� Since in the BBS approach the particles

are treated symmetrically� we further simplify the procedure considering at the


rst step only those terms where the photon is attached to the 
rst particle�

J�BBS��
�
� ��� U!G�iJ��G

��
� ���!GU�

�
� iJ��G

��
�

�U!GiJ��G
��
� � iJ��G

��
� !GU

�U!GiJ��G
��
� !GU� �����

Keeping in mind the meaning of the
�
� sign �that the equation is considered

only on the submanifold to which the total phase space was reduced�� we

immediately conclude that the term on the second line of the above expression
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is equal to zero� Terms on the third and fourth lines are to be expanded

using �	� and �����

J�BBS��
�
� U�iG�G� � gBBS�iJ

�
�G

��
� � iJ��G

��
� �iG�G� � gBBS�U

�U�iG�G� � gBBS�iJ
�
�G

��
� �iG�G� � gBBS�U

�
� �UG�J

�
� � J��G�U

�UgBBSiJ
�
�G

��
� � iJ��G

��
� gBBSU � UgBBSiJ

�
�G

��
� gBBSU

�UG�J
�
� gBBSU � UgBBSJ

�
�G�U � UG�iJ

�
�G�G�U� ���	�

All terms having the constrained relative momentum to both sides of the one�

body current operator are vanishing on the fourth line� and the expression

reduces to

J�BBS��
�
� �UG�J

�
� �J��G�U�UG�J

�
� gBBSU�UgBBSJ��G�U�UG�iJ

�
�G�G�U�

�����

The corresponding part of the current

J �
BBS�� �� 	jJ�BBS��j	 � �����

is shown in Fig� ��� where the pairs of encircled crosses indicate that the

relative energy is zero� Figs �� and �	 illustrate the quasipotential wave equa�

tions ��	� and ���� respectively� Graphically applying them to Fig� ��� we see

that the diagrams on the 
rst row of Fig� �� cancel those on the second row�

while the diagram on the third row becoming equivalent to the 
rst diagram

on Fig� �� This is another demonstration of the already�known fact the current

matrix elements do not change�

Recognizing that the sum of the matrix elements of the 
rst four

terms in ����� is equal to zero� Coester and Riska �	�� chose to tackle the
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last term only� Introducing one more notation�

!� � G� � gBBS � �����

the authors expressed the last term of ����� as

G�J
�
�GBS 
 �gBBSJ�� gBBS � gBBSJ

�
�!G�!�J

�
�GBS � �����

and gave a reasonable interpretation of the resultant three terms� Obviously�

the answer is the same since the last equation is a pure identity�

However� a slightly more important observation at this point would be that

the equivalence of the matrix elements of the current in the form of ����� to the

Bethe�Salpeter current matrix elements is of the purely theoretical importance

since the use of the wave equations in the form of ��	� or ���� is equivalent

to moving from the reduced phase space to the total phase space� while the

e�ective current was initially de
ned only on the zero relative energy subspace�

The point here is that we do not need to leave this subspace to see that the

current is conserved� Moreover� in any particular case� we can always check

that the current is conserved directly� To demonstrate this� we consider the

contraction of the external photon momentum with all terms in ������

The 
rst term gives

�UG�q�J
�
�
�
� �UG�e�G

��
� � Ue�� �����

It is convenient to consider the one�body propagators in the center of mass

frame� where they have the following form�

G��p�W � �
�

E�
p � �W

�
� p
�� � i�

� �����

G��p�W � �
�

E�
p � �W

�
� p
�� � i�

� ��	��
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+

Γ ΓUΓΓ U

Γ ΓU U

Γ ΓU U

ΓΓ UU

Figure ��� The IA part of the BBS current for the 
rst particle�

ΓU = Γ

Figure ��� The quasipotential equation for j� ��

= ΓUΓ

Figure �	� The quasipotential equation for � �j�
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The comparison of the above two equations with the BBS propagator in the

center of mass frame ����� yields

G�
�
� �gBBS

�
� G�� ��	��

if we take into account that the momentum space states normalization condi�

tion ���� should be rewritten for the reduced phase space as

� �
Z d�p

������Ep

jp �� pj� ��	��

Thus� equation ����� becomes

�UG�q�J
�
�
�
� ��

�
UG�e�g

��
BBS � Ue�� ��		�

In a similar fashion� for the second term of ������

�q�J��G�U
�
� �e�U �

�

�
g��BBSe�G�U� ��	��

Using that

G��
� gBBS

�
�
�
�
�
� G��

� gBBS � ��	��

where the dot in the numerator is left to remind that the relative momentum is

constrained� we write the contraction of the third and fourth terms of ����� as

�UG�q�J
�
� gBBSU

�
� ��

�
UG�e� � U � Ue�gBBSU� ��	��

�UgBBSq�J��G�U
�
� �UgBBSe�U �

�

�
U � e�G�U� ��	��

And� 
nally� for the last term�

�UG�iq�J
�
�G�G�U

�
� �UG�ie�G�U � Uie�G�G�U� ��	��

The BBS approach treats both particles completely symmetrically� There�

fore� the J�BBS�� part of the current could be drawn to result in a picture
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similar to Fig� �� but with the photon attached to the nucleon represented by

the bottom line �if we agree that the nucleon represented by the bottom line

is the second particle�� The algebraic expression for the current J�BBS�� has the

form given in ����� with indices � and � transposed� So do equations ��		�

�	�� �	���	�� arising during the calculation of q�J
�
BBS��� Summing all these

equations�along with those with transposed indices��we obtain the follow�

ing expression for the divergence of the impulse approximation part of the

BBS e�ective current�

q�J
�
BBS�IA

�
� q��J

�
BBS�� � J�BBS���

�
� ��

�
U�G�e� �G�e��g

��
BBS � g��BBS�e�G� � e�G��U

�

�

��e	� U �

��

�
U�G�e� �G�e�� � U � U � �e�G� � e�G��U

�

�

�U �e	� gBBS�U � Ui�e�� G��G�U � Ui�e�� G��G�U

�
� ��

�
U�G�e� �G�e���g

��
BBS � �U�

��g��BBS � U ���e�G� � e�G��U
�

�

��e	� U �� U �e	�!G�U

�
� G��BBS�e�G� � e�G��U

�

�
� �

�
U�G�e� �G�e��G��BBS

��e	� U �� U �e	�!G�U� ��	��

The last two terms are canceled by the divergence of the exchange part of the

BBS e�ective current�

J�BBS�ex
�
� ��� U!G�J�ex���!GU�� �����

Indeed�

q�J
�
BBS�ex

�
� ��� U!G�q�J

�
ex���!GU�
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�
� ��� U!G��e	� V ����!GU�

�
� ��� U!G�e	�V � V!GU�� �V � U!GV �e	���!GU�

�
� ��� U!G�e	U � Ue	���!GU�

�
� �e	� U � � U �e	�!G�U� �����

where we have used the equation for the quasipotential kernel �����

The last equation reproduces the basic result of Coester and Riska �	���

Their �minimal� exchange current was derived to have the following form�

J�BBS�CR�ex
�
�
q�

q�
��e	� U � � U �e	�!G�U� �����

The word �minimal� stands to indicate that only the longitudinal part of the

current was obtained� Equation ����� demonstrates that the longitudinal part

of the current J�BBS�CR�ex in ����� is equivalent to that one of J�BBS�ex in ������

Combining the results of ��	�� and ������ we write the divergence of the

BBS e�ective current as

q�J
�
BBS

�
� G��BBS�e�G� � e�G��U

�

�
� �

�
U�G�e� �G�e��G��BBS � ���	�

which along with the wave equation ���� implies that the current is conserved�

The essence of the question is that this result immediately follows from our

generic expression ������

q�J
�
BBS

�
� �G��BBSgBBSG��

BSe	���!GU�

���� U!G�e	G
��
BSgBBSG��BBS

�
� �G��BBSgBBSG��

BSe	 � G��BBSgBBSG��
BSe	gBBSU

�G��BBSgBBSG��
BSe	GBSU � UGBSe	G

��
BSgBBSG��BBS

�UgBBSe	G
��
BSgBBSG��BBS � e	G

��
BSgBBSG��BBS � �����
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All terms on the third and 
fth lines vanish since the momentum can not be

constrained on both sides of the charge operators �momentum conservation��

The algebraic transformations for the terms on the fourth line are�

q�J
�
BBS

�
� G��BBSgBBSG��

BSe	GBSU � UGBSe	G
��
BSgBBSG��BBS

�
� G��BBSgBBSG��

� G��
� �e� � e��G�G�U

�UG�G��e� � e��G
��
� G��

� gBBSG��BBS
�
� G��BBSgBBS�G��

� e�G� �G��
� e�G��U

�U�G�e�G
��
� �G�e�G

��
� �gBBSG��BBS � �����

which produces the already derived answer ���	� after using equation ��	��

where appropriate�

��� Gross Case

The Gross equation �	�� ��� �numerical results can be found in ��	�� is suited

especially well for description of the two�body system with one heavy particle�

As was shown in ���� there is a delicate cancellation of the boson pole contri�

butions coming from the box and crossed box diagrams in the Bethe�Salpeter

approach� This cancellation is exact as soon as the mass of the second par�

ticle goes to in
nity� Another e�ect is that in this limit the sum of the box

and crossed box diagrams is equivalent to placing the heavy particle on�shell�

Since the Gross propagator is constructed in such a way that it is equivalent

to the Bethe�Salpeter propagator with one of the particles on�shell� the OBE

approximation in this approach e�ectively counts not only contributions of

ladder diagrams but contributions coming from crossed ladder diagrams as

well� That is why� unlike the Bethe�Salpeter OBE approximation� the OBE
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approximation in the Gross case produces the correct one�body limit �another

quasipotential that was constructed to explicitly respect the one�body limit is

by Wallace and Mandelzweig �		� 	����

More care should be taken considering two�body systems comprising non�

zero spin particles� The spin structure may interfere with and break the 
ne

cancellation e�ects described above�

Also� an obvious disadvantage of this method becomes crucial when con�

sidering two�body systems consisting of identical particles� Since the Gross

equation does not treat particles symmetrically� an explicit symmetrization

technique ��	� should be applied to the system in this case�

As in the previous section� our primary task is to construct the e�ective

current for the Gross equation from the generic results obtained before and

to see how the matrix elements of this current are related to those in the

fundamental paper ���� devoted to the method�

As follows from equation ���� and Table �� the Gross propagator in the

center of mass frame is equal to

gG�p�W � �
��

�Ep

��p
 � �Ep �W���
�

W ��Ep �W � i��
� �����

To see that this is equivalent to placing the 
rst particle on�shell is easy� The


rst factor in ������ ��
�Ep

� is absorbed into the normalization condition ��	���

the ��function restricts the relative momenta such that the 
rst particle is on�

shell� and the last factor �
W ��Ep�W�i��

is just equal to the one�body propagator

for the second particle�

G��p�W � �c�m�

�

E�
p � �W�� p
�� � i�

� �����

where p
 is given by the constraint�

p
 � Ep �W�� �����
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In our notation� all the above is simply written as

gG
�
� G�� �����

Due to asymmetry embedded in the Gross approach� we have to tackle

pieces of the impulse approximation part of the e�ective current for the two

particles separately� We start with the 
rst particle�

J�G��
�
� ��� U!G�iJ��G

��
� ���!GU�

�
� �� � U�iG�G� � �G���iJ

�
�G

��
� �� � �iG�G� �G� � �U�

�
� iJ��G

��
� � U � G�iJ

�
�G

��
� � iJ��G

��
� G� � U � U � G�iJ

�
�G

��
� G� � U

�UiG�G�iJ
�
�G

��
� � iJ��G

��
� iG�G�U

�UiG�G�iJ
�
�G

��
� G� � U � U � G�iJ

�
�G

��
� iG�G�U

�UiG�G�iJ
�
�G

��
� iG�G�U �����

where ��� indicates that the relative momentum is constrained� Again� the

momentum conservation is not compatible with a particle being on�shell both

before and after interaction with a photon� Therefore� all terms on the third

line are vanishing from the above expression� and what remains is very simi�

lar to ������

J�G��
�
� �UG�J

�
� �J��G�U�UG�J

�
� gGU�UgGJ��G�U�UG�iJ

�
�G�G�U� �����

The Feynman diagrams for the corresponding matrix elements are given

by Fig� ��� where crosses indicate that the particle is on�shell� One can easily

see again that the matrix elements of the current do not change�

An interesting observation� however� is that the divergence of the e�ective

current for the 
rst particle vanishes in the strong sense �on the operator level��
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Γ ΓUΓΓ U

Γ ΓU U

Γ ΓU U

ΓΓ UU

Figure ��� The IA part of the Gross current for the 
rst particle�

This is not surprising since the particle is on�shell�

G��
�

�
� �� �����

Considering the contraction of the photon momentum with the 
rst term

in ������ we see that�

�UG�q�J
�
�
�
� �UG�e�G

��
� � UG�G

��
� e�

�
� Ue� ���	�

because of ������ Similarly� for the second term�

�q�J��G�U
�
� �e�U� �����

Using of ����� again for the third and forth terms of ����� yields

�q��UG�J
�
� gGU � UgGJ

�
�G�U�

�
� U �e�� gG�U� �����
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The last term gives

�UG�iq�J
�
�G�G�U

�
� �U �e�� GBS�U� �����

and the divergence of the current J�G�� becomes

q�J
�
G��

�
� ��e�� U �� U �e��!G�U� �����

The divergence of the exchange part of the e�ective current �and the current it�

self� is given by the equation that looks identically to ����� �but !G and U are

di�erent� of course�� The part of this divergence corresponding to the 
rst par�

ticle�

q�J
�
G�ex��

�
� �e�� U � � U �e��!G�U �����

cancels ������

Some special care should be taken considering the e�ective current for the

second particle �in the 
rst particle on�shell cases�� This was done in ����� The

answer �cf� Fig� ��� is

J�G��
�
� J�� � UG�J

�
� gGU � UG�iJ

�
�G�G�U� �����

The current is obviously conserved� Indeed� it can be rewritten as

J�G��
�
� J�� � UG�J

�
�!GU� �����

and� hence� the divergence of the current yields

q�J
�
G��

�
� �e�� G

��
� �� U �e��!G�U� �����

Given that the divergence of J�G�� vanish in the strong sense and using the

expression for the divergence of the exchange current corresponding to the

second particle �cf� ����

q�J
�
G�ex��

�
� �e�� U � � U �e��!G�U� �����
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+Γ Γ Γ ΓU U

Γ ΓU U

Figure ��� The IA part of the Gross current for the second particle�

we conclude that the divergence of J�G is linear with respect to U �

q�J
�
G
�
� �e�� G

��
� � U �

�
� �e��G��G �� ���	�

One of the most important consequences of this conclusion is that truncation

does not introduce any additional diculties and can be performed ���� very

much like in the Bethe�Salpeter case where the divergence of the current is

also linear with respect to the kernel �cf� the next chapter��

A very important observation is that this current �as well as the BBS

current� could be obtained directly from the Bethe�Salpeter current using the

wave equation �or� to be more general� using the Bethe�Salpeter equation�

which is reduced to the wave equation on the scattering and bound states��

The current is a subject to the following three obvious requirements� it should

be conserved� its matrix elements should be equal to the matrix elements of

the Bethe�Salpeter current and the both initial and 
nal momenta should be

properly constrained �a quasipotential e�ective current can be de
ned only on

the submanifold� to which the total phase space is reduced��
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Γ ΓUΓΓ U

Γ ΓU U

Γ ΓU U

ΓΓ UU

Figure ��� Current J�GM���

Consider another current depicted on Fig� ��� It can be expressed as

J�GM��
�
� �UG�J

�
� � J��G�U � UG�J

�
� gGU � UgGJ

�
�G�U � UG�G�iJ

�
�G�U�

�����

and it does satisfy all three requirements above� The third one is ful
lled due

to the presence of the �
�
�� sign� The second requirements is also obviously

satis
ed since Fig� �� �as well as Fig� ��� of course� is the most transparent

indication that the matrix elements do not change� And the current conser�

vation can be easily checked� too� Indeed� contraction of the external photon

momentum with the 
rst two terms of ����� gives

�UG�q�J
�
� � q�J

�
�G�U

�
� �UG�e�G

��
� � Ue� � e�U �G��

� e�G�U

�
� g��G e�G�U � UG�e�g

��
G � �e�� U �� �����
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The same procedure for the third term yields

��U �G�q�J
�
�G� � U �

� �U � �e�� G�� � U �
� �U �e�� gG�U� �����

And� for the last term�

�UG�iq�J
�
�G�G�U

�
� UiG��e�� G��U

�
� �U �e�� GBS�U �����

Summing this all up� we write the divergence of the current J�GM�� as

q�J
�
GM��

�
� g��G e�G�U � UG�e�g

��
G � �e�� U �

��U �e�� gG�U � U �e�� GBS�U

�
� g��G e�G�U � UG�e�g

��
G � �e�� U �

�U � e�G�U � UG�e� � U � U �e��!G�U

�
� G��G e�G�U � UG�e�G��G

��e�� U �� U �e��!G�U� �����

The last two terms are canceled by the corresponding part of the divergence

of the exchange current� and the wave equation for the terms on the 
fth line

guarantees the current conservation�

However� current ����� is not �minimal� in the following sense� We notice

that J�GM�� is equivalent to the impulse approximation part of the e�ective

current for the 
rst particle ����� with indices � and � transposed� And now

comparing ����� with the corresponding expression for the BBS case ����� and

also remembering that� in the BBS case� the impulse approximation current

for the second particle is given by the same expression ����� �with f�� �g��
we conclude that

J�e��a
�
� �UGaJ

�
a � J�aGaU �UGaJ

�
a gU �UgJ�aGaU �UGaiJ

�
aGaGbU� �����
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+Γ Γ Γ ΓU U

Γ ΓU U

Figure ��� In any o��shell case� the current can not be reduced�

where pair of indices �a� b� is a transposition of the pair ��� ��� is a generic form

for the impulse approximation part of the e�ective current for the ath particle

�compare Figs� ��� �� and ��� unless the bth particle is on�shell� In this

case� the current can be further reduced to the form of ����� �Fig� ���� which

coincides with what the Mandelstam formalism gives due to �����

An attempt to represent the current similarly to Fig� �� in o��shell cases

would lead to what is shown on Fig� ��� This current is not acceptable since it

does not satisfy the third requirement�the 
nal momentum of the 
rst term

is not properly constrained� This is obviously related to the fact that the

constraint condition does not touch the momentum of the second particle in

on�shell cases only�

It is very instructive to discuss the connection of these results to the original

results obtained by Gross and Riska in ����� Their total e�ective current was

given by

J�GR
�
� �J��G�V � V G�J

�
� � J�� � J�ex� �����

where J�ex is the same exchange current as for the Bethe�Salpeter case �its
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+

Γ ΓVΓΓ V

ΓΓ Γ Γ+

Figure ��� The original Gross e�ective current�

divergence is as in ������ If we look at Fig� �� representing the current �����

matrix elements� we immediately conclude that these matrix elements di�er

from those of the Bethe�Salpeter current on Fig� �� This gives rise for a

number of obvious problems� Normalization conditions for the vertex functions

restricted to the reduced phase space ���� is now to be checked again� The

form of the wave equation used�

j� �
�
� �V �G�j� �� �����

coincides with the correct form of the wave equation ��	� in the case of OBE

approximation only� when equation ���� reduces to

U ��� � V ���� �����

where upper indices indicate the number of boson exchanges�

This also sheds some light on appearances of V �instead of U� in ������

The current given by ����� is conserved only when the OBE approximation
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is in e�ect� The proof of the current conservation given in ���� looks in our

notation as

q�J
�
GR

�
� �e�V �G��

� e�G�V � V G�e�G
��
� � V e� � �e�� G

��
� � � �e	� V �

�
� ��e�� V � � �e�� G

��
� � � �e� � e�� V �

�
� �e�� G

��
� � V �� ���	�

where ����� was used between the 
rst and the second lines� Since the wave

equation ����� is valid only for the OBE approximation� only in this case do

the matrix elements of the divergence of the current in ���	� vanish�

However� the original Gross e�ective current on Fig� �� possesses a great

advantage� Its construction can be �and was� governed by the clear intuitive

motivations� We take all diagrams on Fig� � and place the 
rst particle on�

shell where possible� Since we can place the 
rst particle on�shell both before

and after its interaction with a photon� the 
rst diagram on Fig� � gives rise

to two� which after applying to them the wave equation in the form of �����

become the 
rst and the second diagrams on Fig� ���
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Truncation Issues

One of the powerful features of our expression for the generic e�ective cur�

rent ����� is that it allows one to easily resolve diculties associated with

truncation procedures in the generic quasipotential approach� All the results

above can not be considered complete unless they are accompanied by the

clear view of what happens when the truncation is turned on�

As was already mentioned� all quasipotential approaches are equivalent to

the Bethe�Salpeter approach only when the values of both the quasipotential

and the Bethe�Salpeter kernels are exact� This equivalence is� therefore� of

purely theoretical importance since as soon as the kernels are truncated� the

results di�er� And as we already noticed in Section 	����� results di�er in such

a way that all quasipotential approaches in the ladder approximation provide

better convergence properties than the Bethe�Salpeter ladder approximation�

�	
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��� Bethe�Salpeter Case

Truncation does not introduce any complications in the Bethe�Salpeter case�

The kernel can be truncated at any number of boson exchanges� We can

represent the kernel V as

V �
X
n�


V �n�� �����

where V �n� stands for the n�boson exchange contribution� If we look at Fig� ��

we identify V ��� with the 
rst diagram� V ����with the second one� and V ����

with the third� fourth and 
fth� The notation we use for the up�to�N �boson

exchange contribution is

V �N � �
NX
n�


V �n�� �����

That is� V ��� is represented by all diagrams on Fig� �� The Bethe�Salpeter

current ���� can be expanded then in a consistent manner

J� �
X
n�


J� �n�� �����

where J� �
� is naturally put to

J� �
� � J�IA �����

and the exchange current is expanded as

J�ex �
X
n�


J� �n�
ex � �����

Here� term J� ���
ex corresponds to the photon interacting with the �charged� bo�

son on the 
rst diagram of Fig� � whereas J� ���
ex is actually four �two�in the

case of uncharged bosons� terms coming from the photon interaction with two

bosons and two internal fermions on the second diagram of Fig� �� and J� ���
ex
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is represented by twenty one term�seven terms per each of the last three

diagrams on Fig� ��

The current conservation is not perturbed in the presence of truncation

since

q�J
� �
� � �e	� G

��
BS�� �����

q�J
� �n�
ex � �e	� V

�n��� n � �� �����

as it can be seen from the explicit proof of the Ward�Takahashi identity for

the exchange current ���� given in ����� The form of the wave equation ����

in the presence of truncation is

V �N �j	�N � �� �� �����

where� anticipating future bene
ts of the notation� we have just started using

V �N � �
NX
n�


V �n� �����

instead of ������ and where we put

V �
� � G��
BS � ���	�

The wave equation ����� implies then that the current J� �N � is conserved�

q�J � �N � � � 	�N �jq�J� �N �j	�N � ��� 	�N �jq�
NX
n�


J� �n�j	�N � �

� � 	�N �jq��J�IA �
NX
n�


J� �n�
ex j	�N � �

� � 	�N �j�e	� G��
BS �

NX
n�


V �n��j	�N � �

� � 	�N �j�e	� V �N ��j	�N � �� �� �����
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��� Generic Quasipotential

It is clear that the situation is not so simple in the quasipotential case� The

quasipotential e�ective current J�Q ����� contains linear� quadratic and cu�

bic �with respect to expansion� terms since both the Bethe�Salpeter current J�

and the quasipotential kernel U are to be expanded� Therefore� unlike the

Bethe�Salpeter case� the divergence of the n�boson exchange piece of the cur�

rent� J
� �n�
Q � is not given by an expression similar to the expression for the

divergence of the non�truncated current� This breaks the conservation of the

truncated current� Some procedure is required to extract contributions giv�

ing the conserved part of the current truncated at some particular number of

boson exchanges and to identify �extraneous� parts of the current we have

to add or subtract to restore the current conservation� This is the ultimate

purpose of this section�

����� Kernel Expansion

We start with the discussion of the n�boson contributions to the quasipotential

e�ective current� J
� �n�
Q � The expansion of J� in ����� is obviously given by

and has the same meaning as in ������ Like the Bethe�Salpeter kernel V � the

quasipotential kernel U can be also represented as a series

U �
X
n�


U �n� �����

Furthermore� each term in this series can be expressed as a function

of V �i��s �i � n� using the quasipotential equation ����� Indeed� consider

the expanded form of equation ����

X
n�


U �n� �
X
n�


V �n� �X
i�


V �i�!G
X
j�


U �j�� �����
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+

U =

++

++

+ +

+

+ ...

Figure ��� The quasipotential kernel series�

which implies that U �n� is given by

U �n� � V �n� � X
i� j � �

i � j � n

V �i�!GU �j�� �����

or� equivalently�

U �n� � V �n� � X
i� j � �

i� j � n

U �i�!GV �j� �����

If we eliminate the presence of U �j��s in the right hand side by consequent

iterations� the answer will be given by the following series

U �n� �
nX

k��

X
i�� i�� ���� ik�� � �

i� � i� � ���� ik�� � n

V �i��
Y


	j	k

��!GV �ij��� �����

This terse expression has a clear meaning and can be readily illustrated

by Fig� ��� where the 
rst term represents U ���� terms on the second row
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represent U ���� and all terms on both the third and fourth rows are U ����

Circles indicate the appearances of !G� We can see now that� in the OBE

approximation� the Bethe�Salpeter and the quasipotential kernels are the

same� V ��� � U ���� and are given by the 
rst diagram on Fig� ��� whereas U ���

di�ers from V ���� U ��� � V ��� � V ���!GV ���� An n�boson�exchange contribu�

tion to the quasipotential kernel incorporates i�boson�exchange contributions

to the Bethe�Salpeter kernel for all i�s such that � � i � n� In this sense� the

quasipotential kernel is a resummation of the Bethe�Salpeter kernel�

����� Current Expansion

The next step is to demonstrate that the current expansion with respect to the

number of boson exchanges does not interfere with the current conservation�

Namely� we have to show that the diagram on Fig� �� is commutative�

JQ J
�n�
Q

q � J
�n�
Q

q � JQ
X

q � q �

X

Figure ��� The divergence and expansion of the e�ective current�

We 
rst consider �q�J
�
Q�

�n�� We start with the e�ective current diver�

gence q�J
�
Q given by ������ Rewriting the 
rst term on the right hand

side of ����� as

�G��Q gG��
BSe	���!GU�

�
� �G��Q gG��

BSe	
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�G��Q gG��
BSe	GBSU

�G��Q gG��
BSe	gU� �����

we conclude that only the second term survives� the relative momentum to

the left side of the charge operator is constrained� and it is impossible �due

to the momentum conservation� to have the momentum constrained to the

right side of the charge operator� Only the second term has the unconstrained

momentum next to the charge operator� �The 
rst term does not possess this

property because of the notation convention about �
�
�� sign�� Performing

analogous analysis of the second term of ������ we reduce ����� to

q�J
�
Q

�
� �� � Ug�G��

BSe	GBSU � UGBSe	G
��
BS�gU � �� �����

where we have also used the explicit form of G��Q �

Alternatively� we can obtain the same answer directly from the generic

expression for the impulse approximation part of the current ������ Indeed�

consider J�e��� 
rst�

J�e���
�
� �UG�J

�
� � J��G�U �UG�J

�
� gU �UgJ��G�U �UG�iJ

�
�G�G�U� �����

Its divergence is equal to

q�J
�
e���

�
� �UG�e�G

��
� � �e�� U � �G��

� e�G�U

�UG�e�G
��
� gU � U �e�� g�U � UgG��

� e�G�UG� U �e�� GBS�U

�
� �� � Ug�G��

� e�G�U � UG�e�G
��
� �gU � ��

��e�� U �� U �e��!G�U� ���	�

The divergence of J�e��� is given by the same expression with index � � ��

Since

G��
BSe	GBS � iG��

� G��
� �e� � e����i�G�G�
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� G��
� e�G� �G��

� e�G�� �����

and similarly for GBSe	G
��
BS � the sum of q�J

�
e��� and q�J

�
e��� can be written as

q�J
�
e��IA

�
� �� � Ug�G��

BSe	GBSU � UGBSe	G
��
BS�gU � ��

��e	� U �� U �e	�!G�U� �����

Adding to this the divergence of the exchange current which is given by the

generic expression ������ we obtain ������

When the kernel is expanded as in ������ the n�boson exchange contribution

to the divergence of the current ����� follows directly from �����

�q�J
�
Q�

�n� �
� G��

BSe	GBSU
�n� � U �n�GBSe	G

��
BS

�
X

i� j � �

i � j � n

�U �i�gG��
BSe	GBSU

�j�

�U �i�GBSe	G
��
BSgU

�j��� n � �� �����

where� if a term is linear with respect to U � we just replaced U by U �n��

and if it is quadratic� we picked up all possible contributions with the total

number of boson exchanges being equal to n� In other words� we followed the

down"right branch of Fig� �� and obtained ������ We have to show now that

the right"down branch lead to the same result�

The form of the n�boson exchange contribution to the e�ective current can

also be directly derived from ������ where not only the kernel U but also the

current J� are the subject to expansion� A special case is

J
� �
�
Q

�
� J� �
� �

� J�IA� �����

which is not present because of the momentum conservation issues� Obviously�

this is consistent with the elimination of the 
rst term in ������ If we had
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kept this term� it would have produced the �th order �no boson exchanges�

contribution� �G��
BSe	� and� hence�

�q�J
�
Q�

�
� �
� �e	� G

��
BS�

�
� q��J

� �
�
Q �� �����

However� since we decided to put all terms violating the momentum conserva�

tion to zero� the integer n is assumed to be greater than zero in

J
� �n�
Q

�
� J� �n�

ex � U �n�!GJ�IA � J�IA!GU
�n�

� X
i� j � �

i� j � n

�U �i�!GJ� �j�
ex � J� �i�

ex !GU �j� � U �i�!GJ�IA!GU
�j��

�
X

i� j� k � �

i � j � k � n

U �i�!GJ� �j�
ex !GU �k�� n � �� �����

where the last term is cubic with respect to expansion� The use of the Ward�

Takahashi identities gives

q��J
� �n�
Q �

�
� �e	� V

�n��� U �n�!G�e	� G
��
BS�� �e	� G

��
BS�!GU

�n�

� X
i� j � �

i� j � n

�U �i�!G�e	� V
�j�� � �e	� V

�i��!GU �j�

�U �i�!G�e	� G
��
BS�!GU

�j��

�
X

i� j� k � �

i� j � k � n

U �i�!G�e	� V
�j��!GU �k�� �����

If we now want to omit terms violating momentum conservation� we observe

that the 
rst term� all terms on the second row and the last term remain

intact� whereas the second and the third terms should be put to

�U �n�!G�e	� G
��
BS� �� �U �n�GBS�e	� G

��
BS�� �����

��e	� G��
BS�!GU

�n� �� ��e	� G��
BS�GBSU

�n�� �����
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and for the term on the third row of ������ we have

�U �i�!G�e	� G
��
BS�!GU

�j� �
� �U �i��GBS � g��e	� G

��
BS��GBS � g�U �j�

�� �U �i�GBS �e	� G
��
BS�GBSU

�j� � U �i�GBS�e	� G
��
BS�gU

�j�

�U �i�g�e	� G
��
BS�GBSU

�j�

�
� U �i��e	� GBS�U

�j� � U �i��GBSe	G
��
BSg � e	g�U

�j�

�U �i��ge	 � gG��
BSe	GBS�U

�j�

�
� U �i��e	�!G�U �j� � U �i��GBSe	G

��
BSg � gG��

BSe	GBS�U
�j�� ���	�

Collecting results from ������ ����� and ���	� and substituting the explicit

form of all commutators into ������ we write

q��J
� �n�
Q �

�
� e	V

�n� � V �n�e	 � U �n�GBSe	G
��
BS � U �n�e	

�e	U �n� �G��
BSe	GBSU

�n�

� X
i� j � �

i � j � n

�U �i�!Ge	V
�j� � U �i�!GV �j�e	

�e	V
�i�!GU �j� � V �i�e	!GU

�j�

�U �i�e	!GU
�j� � U �i�!Ge	U

�j�

�U �i�GBSe	G
��
BSgU

�j� � U �i�gG��
BSe	GBSU

�j��

�
X

i� j� k � �

i� j � k � n

�U �i�!Ge	V
�j�!GU �k�

�U �i�!GV �j�e	!GU
�k��� �����

To alleviate the navigation from the last to the next expressions� we pro�

duce a table that maps the row and the number of a term in that row in �����

to �number�row� pairs of the same term in ������ Using this table� we con�

clude� for example� that the 
rst �and the only� term on the eighth row of �����
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Table �� ����� �� ����� transformation�

r� r� r	 r� r� r� r� r�

n� n��r� n	�r� n��r� n��r� n	�r� n��r� n��r� n��r�

n� n��r� n��r	 n��r� n��r� n	�r� n��r� � �

n	 n��r	 � � � � � � �

n� n	�r� � � � � � � �

migrates to the second position in the 
fth row of ������ where we also change

some of summation indices�

q��J
� �n�
Q �

�
� e	�V

�n� � X
i� j � �

i� j � n

V �i�!GU �j� � U �n��

��V �n� � X
i� j � �

i� j � n

U �i�!GV �j� � U �n��e	

�G��
BSe	GBSU

�n� � U �n�GBSe	G
��
BS

� X
i� j � �

i � j � n

U �i�!Ge	�V
�j� � X

p� q � �

p� q � j

V �p�!GU �q� � U �j��

�
X

i� j � �

i� j � n

�V �i� � X
p� q � �

p� q � i

U �p�!GV �q� � U �i��e	!GU
�j�

�
X

i� j � �

i� j � n

�U �i�gG��
BSe	GBSU

�j�

�U �i�GBSe	G
��
BSgU

�j��� �����

The use of the equations for the n�boson contribution to the quasipotential

kernel in the form of ����� and ����� eliminates all terms on the 
rst� second�

fourth and 
fth rows� and what remains �terms on the third row and the last
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two terms� coincides with equation ������ This means that

q��J
� �n�
Q �

�
� �q�J

�
Q�

�n�� �����

the diagram on Fig� �� is commutative� and the expansion procedure does not

interfere with the proof of the current conservation since all contributions can

be considered independently�

����� Current Truncation

Unfortunately� as soon as truncation is in e�ect �
P

n�
 � PN
n�
�� equa�

tion ����� no longer corresponds to the conserved part of the e�ective current

since it is essentially quadratic �all cubic terms vanish� with respect to U �

Therefore� to restore the current conservation� we have to work out a new

summation pattern and to give a reasonable interpretation of terms we have

to add or subtract�

For this end� we 
rst bring equation ����� to a more symmetric form� It

can be rewritten as

q�J
�
Q

�
� �g�� � �U ��  OLU � � � U  OR�g

�� � �U ��� �����

where we explicitly keep track of the relative momentum constraints around U

and where

 OL � gG��
BSe	GBS� �����

 OR � GBSe	G
��
BSg� �����

We now want to add four extra terms to ������ Having the relative momen�

tum constrained to both side of the charge operator� all these terms violate
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momentum conservation and� therefore� after actual calculations should be

always put to zero� Equation ����� becomes

q�J
�
Q

�
� �g�� � �U ��  OL�g

�� � U ��� �g�� � �U�  OR�g
�� � �U ��� �����

and it can not be rewritten as

q�J
�
Q

�
� G��Q  OLG��Q � G��Q  ORG��Q �����

since

G��Q �
� g�� � U � g�� � �U �� �����

which is not the case for all terms in ������

However� equation ����� possesses the necessary symmetry� Namely� it does

have G��Q to the left of  OL and to the right of  OR� This property guarantees the

conservation of the current� If we now expand U as in ����� without keeping

track of the momentum constraints and put� similar to ���	��

U �
� � g��� ���	�

then equation ����� can be rewritten as

q�J
�
Q

�
�
X
i�j�


U �i�  OU �j�� �����

where

 O �  OL �  OR� �����

The constraint conditions in ����� are properly taken care of by the structure

of  O�

The form of the expression ����� extremely simpli
es the following consid�

erations� First� if we represent every term in ����� as a dot on Fig� ��� then
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Figure ��� No truncation�
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Figure ��� The n�boson exchange contributions�
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the exact answer �no truncation� is equivalent to keeping the in
nite number

of all dots on Fig� ���

Second� we immediately see that the n�boson exchange contributions

to ����� are represented by dots on the diagonal lines drawn on Fig���� These

contributions are given by

q�J
� �n�
Q

�
�

X
i� j � �

i� j � n

U �i�  OU �j�� �����

which� after omitting a number of zero terms� produces ������ Indeed�

q�J
� �n�
Q

�
�

nX
i�


U �i�  OU �n�i� �
� U �
�  OU �n� � U �n�  OU �
� �

n��X
i��

U �i�  OU �n�i�

�
� g��  OU �n� � U �n�  Og�� �

X
i� j � �

i� j � n

U �i�  OU �j�

�
� g���gG��

BSe	GBS �GBSe	G
��
BSg�U

�n�

U �n��gG��
BSe	GBS �GBSe	G

��
BSg�g

��

�
X

i� j � �

i � j � n

U �i��gG��
BSe	GBS �GBSe	G

��
BSg�U

�j�

�� G��
BSe	GBSU

�n� � U �n�GBSe	G
��
BS

�
X

i� j � �

i � j � n

�U �i�gG��
BSe	GBSU

�j� � U �i�GBSe	G
��
BSgU

�j��� �����

We can truncate the series represented by Fig� �� in a number of di�erent

ways� Any truncation technique should correspond to some pattern of 
gures

covering certain number of dots� Any 
gure in a pattern is characterized by

the scale factor� which is� of course� the level of truncation� N � When N ���
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Figure �	� Up�to�N �boson exchange truncation�

the 
gure expands to cover all dots on Fig� ��� Looking at Fig� ��� we con�

clude that the pattern corresponding to the up�to�N �boson exchange trun�

cation technique� de
ning the divergence of up�to�N �boson exchange current

as

q�J
� �N �
Q

�
� q�

NX
n�


J
� �n�
Q

�
�

i�j�NX
i�j�


U �i�  OU �j�� �����

is a pattern of triangles shown on Fig� �	� where N � �� As we saw� this

pattern does not provide for the current conservation�

A truncation pattern complying with the current conservation can be easily

found if we rewrite the truncated form of the quasipotential wave equation as

� 	
�N �
Q jU �N � � U �N �j	�N �

Q �� �� �����

where

U �N � �
NX
n�


U �n�� �����

Obviously� the pattern of squares on Fig� �� �N � �� corresponds to the

truncation technique restoring the current conservation� The divergence of

the current truncated as on Fig� �� is given by

q� #J
� �N �
Q

�
� U �N �  OU �N �� �����
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Figure ��� Current is conserved�

The di�erence between currents #J
� �N �
Q and J

� �N �
Q � D

� �N �
Q �

#J
� �N �
Q

�
� J

� �N �
Q �D

� �N �
Q � �����

will be discussed in a moment�

The wave equation in the form of ����� is not perfectly correct because

of the momentum constraint issues discussed above� The correct form of the

wave equation is

� 	
�N �
Q jG�� �N �

Q

�
� G�� �N �

Q j	�N �
Q �

�
� �� ���	�

where

G�� �N �
Q

�
� g�� �

NX
n�


U �n� �����

However� a more rigorous check that the current ����� is conserved can be

easily done�

Indeed�

q� #J
� �N �
Q

�
� U �N �  OU �N � ��

NX
i�


U �i�  O
NX
j�


U �j�

�
� �g�� �

NX
i�


U �i��  OL�g
�� �

NX
j�


U �j��
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Figure ��� The interpretation of the current J
� �N �
Q �

��g�� �
NX
i�


U �i��  OR�g
�� �

NX
j�


U �j��

�
� �g�� �

NX
i�


U �i��gG��
BSe	GBS�g

�� �
NX
j�


U �j��

��g�� �
NX
i�


U �i��GBSe	G
��
BSg�g

�� �
NX
j�


U �j��

�� �g�� �
NX
i�


U �i��gG��
BSe	GBS

NX
j�


U �j�

�
NX
i�


U �i�GBSe	G
��
BSg�g

�� �
NX
j�


U �j��

�
� G�� �N �

Q
 OL

NX
j�


U �j� �
NX
i�


U �i�  ORG�� �N �
Q � �����

where the ���� sign again indicates that all terms violating the momentum con�

servation are eliminated� Equation ����� along with the wave equation ���	�

guarantees that the current

#J � �N �
Q �� 	

�N �
Q j #J� �N �

Q j	�N �
Q � �����

is conserved�

Given the set of Figs� ������ the interpretation of the current D
� �N �
Q �or�
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e�ectively� #J
� �N �
Q � is rather straightforward and is illustrated by Fig� ��� where

the case of N � � is considered� First� we note that the divergence of the up�

to�N �boson exchange current J
� �N �
Q is represented by dots lying on the solid

lines� To restore the current conservation we had to add contributions coming

from up�to��N �boson exchanges� D
� �N �
Q � represented by dots lying on dashed

lines and inside the square� The result is current #J
� �N �
Q �all dots inside the

square�� However� if we added all contributions from J
� �n�
Q with N � n � �N �

this would bring some extraneous terms represented by dots on dashed lines

and outside the square� These extraneous contributions are denoted as S
� �N �
Q

below� and the expression for the current D
� �N �
Q becomes

D
� �N �
Q

�
�

�NX
n�N

J
� �n�
Q � S

� �N �
Q � �����

or� for #J
� �N �
Q �

#J
� �N �
Q

�
�

�NX
n�


J
� �n�
Q � S

� �N �
Q � �����

where the longitudinal part of the current we have to subtract is given by

S
� �N �
Q

�
�
q�

q�
X

i j j � N

i� j � �N

U �i�  OU �j�� �����

The fact that the conserved part of the current incorporates contributions

coming from up�to��N �boson exchanges is obviously explained by the presence

of quadratic �with respect to the kernel� terms in the expression for the diver�

gence of the current� If this expression had contained cubic terms� then Fig� ��

would have been three�dimensional and we would have had to add contribu�

tions from up�to�	N �boson exchange parts of the current�
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����� OBE Example

And� 
nally� we consider the simplest example of the OBE approximation�

The conserved part of the current is equal in this case to

#J
� ���
Q

�
�

�X
n�


J
� �n�
Q � S

� ���
Q � ��	��

The �th order contribution

J
� �
�
Q

�
� J�IA �� �� ��	��

as already discussed� For the one�boson exchange current� we have

J
� ���
Q

�
� �J�IA!GV � V!GJ�IA � J�ex� ��	��

where

V � V ��� � U ��� ��		�

and

J�ex 
 J� ���
ex � ��	��

The divergence of J
� ���
Q is

q�J
� ���
Q

�
� ��e	� G��

BS��GBS � g�V � V �GBS � g��e	� G
��
BS� � �e	� V �

�� G��
BSe	GBSV � V GBSe	G

��
BS � ��	��

The two�boson exchange current is somewhat more complicated

J
� ���
Q

�
� �J�IA!GU ��� � U ���!GJ�IA � J� ���

ex

�J�ex!GV � V!GJ�ex � V!GJ�IA!GV� ��	��

Its divergence is given by

q�J
� ���
Q

�
� ��e	� G��

BS��GBS � g�U ��� � U ����GBS � g��e	� G
��
BS� � �e	� V

����
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��e	� V �!GV � V!G�e	� V � � V!G�e	� G
��
BS�!GV

�� G��
BSe	GBSU

��� � U ���GBSe	G
��
BS

�e	U ��� � U ���e	 � e	V
��� � V ���e	

�e	V!GV � V e	!GV � V!Ge	V � V!GV e	

�V gG��
BSe	GBSV � V GBSe	G

��
BSgV � V e	!GV � V!Ge	V

�
� G��

BSe	GBSU
��� � U ���GBSe	G

��
BS

�V gG��
BSe	GBSV � V GBSe	G

��
BSgV� ��	��

where� at the last step� we used

U ��� � V ��� � V!GV� ��	��

The current we have to subtract is

S
� ���
Q

�
�
q�

q�
�g��  OU ��� � U ���  Og���� ��	��

For its divergence� we have

q�S
� ���
Q

�
� g���gG��

BSe	GBS �GBSe	G
��
BSg�U

���

U ����gG��
BSe	GBS �GBSe	G

��
BSg�g

��

�� G��
BSe	GBSU

��� � U ���GBSe	G
��
BS � �����

Collecting results from ��	��� ��	�� and ������ we obtain the following expres�

sion for the divergence of the conserved part of the e�ective current in the

OBE approximation�

q� #J
� ���
Q

�
� G��

BSe	GBSV � V GBSe	G
��
BS

�V gG��
BSe	GBSV � V GBSe	G

��
BSgV

�
� �g�� � V �  OLV � V  OR�g

�� � V �� �����
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which reproduces ����� with N � �� Since the wave equation in the OBE

approximation has the form

� 	
���
Q j�g�� � V �

�
� �g�� � V �j	���

Q �
�
� �� �����

the current

#J � ���
Q �� 	

���
Q j #J� ���

Q j	���
Q � ���	�

is conserved�



Chapter �

Conclusion and Discussions

We extended the Mandelstam formalism to the generic quasipotential ap�

proach� In this formalism� the quasipotential theory has the same form as

the Bethe�Salpeter theory in the original Mandelstam formalism� This is an�

other clear indication that any quasipotential equation is equivalent to the

Bethe�Salpeter equation�

The new quasipotential Mandelstam formalism provides all necessary tools

to construct the generic e�ective current operator� As expected� the matrix

elements of this current are equal to the Bethe�Salpeter e�ective current matrix

elements� The conservation of the current is checked using the Ward�Takahashi

identities�

The divergence of the quasipotential e�ective current is essentially

quadratic with respect to the quasipotential kernel� Therefore� some addi�

tional technique is required in order to retain the current conservation after

truncation is performed� We gave an explicit interpretation of contributions

one had to add or subtract to extract the conserved part of the current at

di�erent levels of boson exchanges�

��
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And� 
nally� we should emphasize an importance of the observation made

on page ��� Rather straightforward and transparent 
eld theoretical consid�

erations allow us to start with the Bethe�Salpeter e�ective current and to

transform it to the quasipotential e�ective current using the Bethe�Salpeter

equation for the scattering matrix in such a way that the resultant current

satisfy the following three requirements�

 The current should produce the same matrix elements as the Bethe�

Salpeter current� As soon as the procedure uses the Bethe�Salpeter

equation only� this requirement is always satis
ed�

 The current should be de
ned on the submanifold� to which the phase

space of the system is reduced� This means that the initial and the 
nal

momenta should be properly constrained� We saw that an attempt to

�minimize� the current in the o��shell cases �Fig� ��� led to a current

that did not satisfy this requirement�

 The current should be conserved� Practically� this means that the di�

vergence of the current must be given in terms of G��Q O and OG��Q �

where O is some operator string not having singularities that would

be able to cancel zeros of G��Q � If we used the current J�G�� in Sec�

tion ��� as �UG�G�iJ
�
�G�U � then the divergence of J�G�� would be

given by �U �e�� GBS�U � When summed with the divergence of the ex�

change part of the current� �e�� U � � U �e��!G�U � this would give the

divergence of the total e�ective current as �e�� U �� U �e�� gG�U � which

could not be rewritten as G��G gGe�U � Ue�gGG��G since zeros in G��G
should be 
rst canceled by singularities in gG� and� hence� the cur�

rent would not be conserved� The situation would not be cured by
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our also using J�G�ex�� as UGBSJ
�
ex��GBSU �the simpliest form of the

current in the sense that we just turned ��jGBS�J
�
IA�� � J�ex���GBSj��

into ��jgGUGBS�J
�
IA�� � J�ex���GBSUgGj�� �� The divergence of J�G�ex��

would be given by UGBS �e�� V �GBSU � and summing this with

the divergence of J�G��� we would obtain the total divergence

as UGBS �e��G���GBSU � and the current would not be conserved either�

As shown in Section ���� one can obtain a number of di�erent currents

satisfying these three requirements� Through the successive iterations using

the Bethe�Salpeter equation� one can end up with more and more complicated

results� The Mandelstam formalism is characterized by the fact that� being a

strict 
eld theoretical result� it delivers the �minimal� answer�
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